City Interchange and Gateway Signage Initiative

Placemaking
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Gateways. Creating a visible way to mark the major entrances into a city
and welcome visitors, workers and citizens; announcing that they have
arrived and entered a special place.
Benchmark: Interstate 71 and Royalton Road (Strongsville, OH)

Placemaking. A multi-faceted approach to the planning, design and
branding of public spaces; that capitalize on local assets, inspiration and
potential; with the intent of improving a cities aesthetics and image.
Benchmark: Interstate 71 and Polaris Parkway. (Polaris Towne Center; Columbus, OH)
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Proposed Monumental Gateway Sign

Summary:
Part of what makes a city great are the components of the core assets and unique amenities within
them that together create a ‘Sense of Place’ and cohesive identity. Special emphasis should be
placed at the entrances into the community at the highway interchanges, major intersections,
prominent nodes; developing them into a collection of aesthetically functional and viable cues of
the identity and pride of the area.

The City Interchange Aesthetic and Gateway Signage Initiative outlines an overarching theme and
comprehensive design strategy for the various interstate and state route interchanges, off-ramps
and slip roads throughout the city that reflects the vision and character of the community.
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With approval by the Ohio Department of Transportation, and participation from Visit Canton and key
community stakeholders, the City will develop, install and maintain a series of improvements throughout the city that are attractive and legible for daily commuters and visitors alike. These improvements
integrate a hierarchy of features while taking into account the financial feasibility and maintainability of all the proposed enhancements; both in built elements and through the landscape - such as
embankment landscapes that incorporate the contouring of earthwork and by layering plant material
into a natural, flowing design.
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